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Kamla: Be proud that for the last 30 years we have been serving the people of Trinidad 

and Tobago - while defending this country against the PNM party which has always 

served the interests of the elites and only the elites! We are one community, one family, 

one people, one nation! It is that spirit that says no matter how dark the days may be 

now, no matter how hard they try to break us -the sun will rise and a new day will dawn 

again! That is the UNC! 

 

Sunday 28th April, 2019 

Couva South Car Park 

 

Welcome 

Thank you for your support for our great party through thick and thin. 

Today as the UNC launches our local government election campaign and celebrates our thirty years 

of service to people, I remind you that half of me belongs to you and the other half of me I give to 

you. So, all of me belongs to you!! 

I will continue to fight for you until the day my breath leaves my body. 

Our party was created to represent elements of the labour movement, the working poor and the 

forgotten vulnerable men, women and children of our country. 

It is poetic that the UNC was born in the mud of Aranguez to represent the hundreds of thousands 

whose bare hands toiled in the mud of the rice fields, the cane fields and the oilfields.  

This is a fact that we should be proud of and never forget where we came from.   

Those who experienced the years of toil, tears and discrimination may appreciate how far we have 

come as a party. 



 

 

Moving forward, we welcome a new generation of members and leaders who will face challenges 

and adversity.  

It is my goal to empower the next generation to build a solid platform for the future. 

The UNC is evolving and though there have been ups and downs, we have made great contributions 

to the development of our country.  

Often the conversations about these contributions are clouded by rhetoric and distortions.  

I ask you to objectively judge the UNC by our performance.  

Performance beats ole talk anytime and every time! 

Judge us by our performance 

When you look at the record of the last 30 years, you will see that it is always under a UNC 

government that all of Trinidad and Tobago progresses.  

Whether it is jobs, healthcare, education, Agriculture, the fight against crime, housing, the oil 

sector, the gas sector, manufacturing, transportation, infrastructural development - everything 

that affects the everyday lives of the people of the country has been made better thanks to our 

party!  

UNC Family be proud that it was the UNC who abolished the Common Entrance exam and made sure 

every child had a place at secondary school  

Be proud that when others were calling our children in rural areas Parrots and douens - it was the 

UNC that built over 100 schools and  made  sure every child in our country  has access to a school 

nearby to attend  

 

Be proud that it was the UNC that provided 95 thousand laptops to every secondary school student 

so they could fully maximize their potential. 

Be proud that under the UNC, T&T had the Highest total revenues, the highest FDI, highest non-

energy revenues, highest GDP. 

Be proud that under the UNC we created over 55,000 new jobs and had the lowest unemployment 

rate 

Be proud that under the UNC there were hundreds of kilometres of roads paved 

Be proud that under the UNC 8 new police stations were built  

Be proud that under the UNC T&T had the lowest Murder rate in 15 years since 2005 and the lowest 

in 2011!-UNC Ministers of National Security spend their time in the fight against crime -not policing 

Facebook!  



 

 

Be proud that under the UNC T&T had the highest percentage of people receiving pipe borne water! 

And what a shame it is today that all over Central and South Trinidad there are people who are 

going weeks without water - That is a disgrace!  

Be proud that under the UNC the next generation of T&T’s sportsmen and women will benefit from 

new recreation grounds all over the country as well as the new Aquatic Centre, tennis centre and 

cycling velodrome! The UNC spent money on our athletes not to cover up sexual harassment claims 

like this Government!  

Be proud  that it was under the UNC that thousands of families were able to acquire homes 

and  thousands of people  also benefited from our “land for the landless” program!  

Be proud that it was the UNC who established the Children’s Life Fund so that no child suffering 

from a life-threatening illness would die because of lack of funds.  

Be proud that it was the UNC who finally honoured our Shouter Baptist brothers and sisters after 

decades of being discriminated against by the state by establishing the Shouter Baptist Liberation 

Day.  

Be proud that when people needed help to feed their families, we never tell them- go learn to 

plant cassava - no!  We removed VAT on 7000 food items so that families  could afford to put food 

on the table.  

Be proud it was the UNC who raised the Minimum wage from $9.50 to $12.50 benefitting thousands 

of families from Toco to Moruga!  

Be proud that it was the UNC who ran the best fast ferry service between Trinidad and Tobago! We 

never allowed for the seabridge to collapse - and it wasn’t the UNC who say “why allyuh complaining 

– “allyuh making we look bad…”  That wasn’t this party. 

Be proud that the UNC can say we always respected the men and women of our Trade Union 

Movements -the oil workers, the farmers, the fisher folk, the civil servants. We are a party built by 

those hard-working men and women and this party will always serve and respect them.  

We can hold our heads up high and say we never disrespected the men and women in our cherished 

oil industry by buying fake oil.  

And telling them there is no money for the refinery or for them and their families but it have plenty 

money for the friends and family of the Greedy!  

Be proud that it was the UNC who began to shake things up with the fight against crime and under 

our watch crime goes down!  Because we work to get it done, and create a safe and secure 

environment for our citizens. 



 

 

Be proud that it was the UNC who didn’t tell the people of our country to go drive tuck in Canada 

- but instead said we will create an economy that works for all and ensure everyone has the 

opportunity to earn a decent living!  

Be proud that it was the UNC who built the state of the art  Couva Children’s hospital -and let me 

say this -I know they would rather keep it closed to spite Kamla than to open it and let it benefit 

the people. 

But don’t worry. Very soon Port of Spain General Hospital, San Fernando General Hospital and the 

Couva General hospital will all be up and working well again when the UNC goes back into 

Government next year!  

Be proud that for the last 30 years we have been serving the people of Trinidad and Tobago - while 

defending this country against the PNM party which has always served the interests of the elites 

and only the elites!   

UNC family be proud that life in T&T is always better under the UNC!  

UNC Family this is the legacy of our great party - a legacy of service and delivery to all!   

UNC family Today, 30 years later, while others have come and gone, the UNC stands tall. Today we 

are stronger than ever, more vibrant than ever and more United in our cause than we have ever 

been!  

But we must remember, that while we celebrate today, we must also reflect and give thanks to all 

those who worked and continue to work to make the UNC the flourishing entity it is.  

The UNC is not KAMLA. Or our MPs or our Senators! The UNC is all of you!   All of us! The UNC is all 

of you who volunteered in your own way to put on this magnificent event today. 

The UNC is all those who are volunteering in places like our new People Centre in Tunapuna - 

helping to provide our fellow citizens with health care, legal advice, career guidance and so many 

other things!  

The UNC is made up of men and women who always make sure our Monday Night Forums are massive 

successes by helping us get the venues ready, or who are just willing to show us your love, support 

and encouragement! 

The UNC is that spirit. That spirit that says we are all in this together.  

We are one community. One family. One people. One nation!  

It is that spirit that says no matter how dark the days may be now, no matter how hard they try to 

break us -the sun will rise and a new day will dawn again!  

That is the UNC!  

To the young people 



 

 

Today, we live in the digital age, a time when technological changes are taking place rapidly and 

having a significant impact on our lives. While these changes will affect some negatively, I believe 

that they present opportunities which we in T&T have never had before.  

For the first time, we can sit here and develop apps that we can market worldwide.  

UBER 

Today, the largest taxi company in the world is Uber AND THEY DO NOT OWN A SINGLE TAXI. 

It is just a software tool.  

Ten years ago, two young men were standing at a street corner unable to get a taxi. They 

immediately saw an opportunity and decided to develop an app that would allow you to hail a taxi 

using your mobile phone.  

They did not have to spend any money buying vehicles. All they had to do was develop the software.  

Today, Uber is valued at $US 100 billion.  

Airbnb is the largest hotel chain in the world and they do not own a single hotel.  

This is how the world has changed and when we were in office, we knew this was coming. This is 

why one of the first decisions we took was to give a laptop computer to every child to prepare them 

to operate in the digital era.  

The moment the present administration came into office they abandoned the program. These 

people have no vision whatsoever. They are totally useless.  

Our country is facing a crisis. The world is changing and we cannot do the same things the same 

way. We have accepted the fact that our young people are super smart and learn more, just on 

their smart phones in one year, than their grandparents learnt in a lifetime.  

Digital innovation and implementation Team 

This is why I have established a digital innovation and implementation team to prepare for our 

return to government.  

I have given them a priority listing of issues I would like them to address and challenged them to 

develop implementable policies to address the growing gulf between our current education system 

and that of digital age technologies.  

Believe me, when you empower and challenge young people you would be amazed at what they 

come up with. Over the coming months I will be revealing to you their recommendations on a wide 

range of issues, including education, crime fighting, job creation and diversification and health 

care.  

So, as you can see, we have not been twiddling our thumbs like the present administration.  

Instead, we are spending our time developing plans and devising strategies to ensure that when get 

back into office, we will hit the ground running to get T&T working again…  



 

 

Unemployed university graduates 

Today I wish to speak directly to the thousands of university graduates who are either unemployed, 

underemployed or have given up searching for well-paying jobs. 

I want you to know that I feel your pain. 

You did everything right. 

You played by the rules. 

You burned the mid night oil. 

You were told study hard and you will have a bright future. 

Not under this Rowley PNM. 

They have failed you. 

They have broken the unwritten contract (from 1962 to 2015) that if you study hard, pass your 

exams and do what society considers right then the government will do its part by providing well-

paying jobs. Sparrow said: "Children go to school and learn well'. 

So, you are now on the verge of giving up. You feel you are a burden on your parents. And your 

time spent in school was wasted. 

Don't give up. Do not give up. 

I promise you today that we will make, as our first priority, the creation of 50,000 well-paying jobs. 

We did it before. We will do it again. 

We will immediately restructure our health sector to make it a hub for medical tourism that will 

employ our doctors, nurses and health care providers. 

We will mandate our foreign missions to identify the jobs of the digital future and prepare you to 

take them up. 

We will leverage the expertise in our energy sector and carefully match that with manpower needs 

in nearby Guyana to the mutual benefit of both countries. We will explore opportunities in the 

silver, green and blue economies. 

You have a choice. You can vote PNM and continue to suffer. You can sit on the fence and allow 

the PNM to snatch victory despite their despicable disregard of your interests.  

Or you can vote UNC and hold us to our promise. As it stands you have everything to gain by voting 

for my party. 

You are too educated to be fooled once again by the PNM. 

Rise up and take your future in your hands.  

And do so with your vote. 

TO PETROTRIN WORKERS 

I now address Petrotrin workers. 



 

 

How can you sit idly by and allow this government to send 10,000 of you home and you are still of 

the view that you will not vote against that callous act 

Your company in its final year made over TT $1.7 billion in profits contrary to this government’s 

lies that Petrotrin was an albatross losing money 

Instead of you benefitting from profit sharing agreements; you were fired. 

Let me give one example of the suffering of former Petrotrin employees. 

Petrotrin Manager  

This retiree, a former Petrotrin Manager retired from his job some years ago. He was an engineer 

who had opportunities to work with Amoco and BP. He chose to work in the national oil company. 

He was big on serving his country. 

On his retirement he was told that he and his wife would get free medical attention for the 

remainder of his life. That was the agreement since the days of Texaco. 

Working in an energy environment he was exposed to chemicals which could have affected his 

health. Many of his colleagues developed cancers and other such diseases years after retirement. 

He is now wondering if later on in life if he develops an ailment related to his former job, who will 

help with medical treatment? 

He has recently been told that he is entitled to two years medical treatment. What happens after? 

Did this administration think about this dedicated employee and the problems which Petrotrin 

workers face when they callously decided to close the company. 

And this person is still thinking about how he will exercise his vote? They unilaterally took away 

part of his benefits and HE IS STILL DECIDING? 

It is said that GOD will only help us if we help ourselves.  

Not one of the 10,000 workers fired from Petrotrin should even consider not voting in this election 

for the UNC. 

I call on this government to stop the sale of the Petrotrin refinery and call elections now!! 

Petrotrin belongs to the people of our country. I promise that in any decision which my government 

takes regarding our energy sector; the interests of our country, our citizens and our oil workers will 

take precedence. I give you my word. 

But my request today to all 10,000 Petrotrin workers and their friends and families is:  YOU MUST 

HELP ME TO HELP YOU. I can only hope that good sense will prevail. 

TO Small Businessmen 

The time has come for you to understand who is your friend and who is not your friend. 

And this useless government is not the friend of small businesses. They are an elitist party. 



 

 

I know in the past you thought that you were independent, and you could survive any government 

based on your entrepreneurial skills. 

So, you might, even when your businesses were prospering, have voted the other party based on 

their unproven, often repeated lies rhetoric and distortions. 

You now know that you are not immune to PNM vindictiveness, spite and incompetence. 

You are now taxed using every imaginable creative device. 

You now know that your customers do not have the disposable incomes to buy your goods. 

Your taxes are being wasted on high and unnecessary rents paid to friends of the party and on every 

imaginable overpriced contract whether for boats or ferries or for million-dollar scandals like Fake 

Oil. 

And now you are being starved of foreign exchange. 

Without foreign exchange you cannot buy the computers, the foodstuffs, the clothes, the back 

hoes, the trucks, or the chemicals needed to sustain your businesses. 

You are being starved into extinction. 

And still some of you sit on the fence while big businesses get preferred access to increasingly 

scarce forex.  And you send home workers, cut your margins and eventually go out of business. 

My government will be committed to a development of all sectors of the economy with small 

businesses being a priority. 

It is no longer time to sit on the fence. Your survival depends on our country moving away from this 

government. 

But in a democracy the choice is yours. 

I can only advise that you vote in your own interest. I can only say to all: Let those with eyes to 

see, see. And those with ears to hear, hear.  

The middle class is being taxed out of existence. And you must put a stop to it. 

My government was the best for business in the history of our country. Between 2010 to 2015 we 

put our country on the right path towards diversification and social equity. 

Social equity 

Social equity is not about taking from one group to give to another.  

Governments should not engage in arbitrarily redistributing wealth.  

Governments should engage in creating equality of opportunities by creating a level playing field 

for all. 

Yes, we agree there is income inequality, but this is rooted in unfair systemic practices within the 

state structure which stifles opportunities available to citizens.  

This is why my government drafted and passed the disposal of property and procurement law.  



 

 

We addressed inequity by improving access to education, investing in increasing productive capacity 

and creating opportunities for all to participate. 

We cannot address income inequality without growing our economy. It makes no sense taxing the 

wealthy person into poverty to then achieve income equality where everyone is poor.  

The correct way is to grow the economy, invest in education and create fair play opportunities to 

uplift poorer persons where we can, then achieve income equality where everyone attains a 

comfortable level of wealth. 

Destroying the strong to uplift the weak does not move our nation forward. We must strengthen all 

and move forward together.  

Strength is in unity; equality for all. That is why we have as our watchwords: Together we aspire, 

together we achieve. 

Unity is strength 

What we see now is the wealth of the country again being concentrated in the hands of a few elite 

friends, family and financiers of the government.  

Yet when this government is faced with criticism, citizens are constantly being intimidated and 

threatened with archaic sedition and treason laws by this government. 

This government which has achieved nothing in four years has again reverted to the old pre 

independence colonial tactics of race baiting and terrorism of citizens using outdated laws to 

distract from the real issues affecting the declining quality of citizens’ lives. 

The economy is stagnant, unemployment is rising with over 50,000 jobs already lost, crime and 

gang activity is at an all-time high as we have had over 171 murders this year.  

The police service is under resourced and lacking funds to service basic debts such as paying bills, 

buying food for the K9 division and maintaining vehicles.  

We have a cabinet gifting a 23-million-dollar rental contract without any public tendering to the 

AG and a Prime Minister who goes on television and publicly lies to the country of being in cabinet 

when it was done.  

We have 100 million dollars gifted to the Prime minister’s friend for fake oil without any explanation 

as to what recourse is being taken.  

We have a Minister of Works who has presided over the Seabridge scandal where we now pay almost 

200,000 dollars more per day as compared to 2015.  

We have over 50,000 job losses in less than four years and more unemployment to come. 

Yet these issues carry no priority for a Government who seems to only know how to campaign on 

the lowest issues of blame, race baiting, division and discord.  



 

 

That is their platform, as political meeting after meeting with no achievements to speak of, they 

constantly bombard the airwaves with hypocrisy, race baiting and divisive statements.  

A Prime Minister interested in unity and nation building would have used divisive incidents as 

teaching examples to educate our younger minds and aid in the modernizing of attitudes towards 

others.  

Instead, he chose to go the opposite route, and seek to inflame the situation in an attempt to gain 

sympathy for himself for political gain.  

The weaponization of hate and division is not what our party is about.  

We are about plans, policies, projects and improving the lives of all our citizens. I urge citizens to 

focus on what matters most to you!  

The UNC condemns any use of divisiveness.  Strength is in unity. We live together as sisters and 

brothers, or perish as fools. 

Respect is strength 

I urge UNC Supporters to engage citizens who may have different opinions with respect, dignity and 

humility.  

In our five years in office we had outstanding performance, delivery and achievements.  

We also made some errors and we must acknowledge that with humility and raise our hands and 

say sorry.  

Constructive criticism from others is not to be viewed as an affront but rather we should listen, 

learn and implement productive measures derived from such conversations.  

Forget the insults, innuendo and weaponization of divisive issues.  

We must use cogent, persuasive, factual arguments to put our points forward. Our argument is 

against the elitist Rowley government. It is against the elitist friends, family and financiers behind 

the Rowley government.  

It is not against the PNM supporters and voters; they are suffering just as everyone else. They are 

our neighbours, friends and co-workers.  

Treat them with respect, dignity and humility and show them there is a place for them in our party.  

We have always been a party of the working people, who, through sheer will, tenacity and hard 

work strive to improve their lives and our country. 

THE PEOPLE 

The people of this country are under serious political oppression and are subjected to severe 

economic stress. 

They will not forgive this government for the sweet talk they gave them and the poison pills that 

you forced down their throats. 



 

 

They will remember how you asked them to wean themselves off government yet organized multiple 

contracts and covered up acts of corruption to favour friends and family who feed at the trough of 

taxpayers’ money. 

The people of this country, Keith Rowley, will remember you as the man who called himself 

the great sales man for TT but who instead sold the people out and sold out Trinidad and Tobago.  

They will remember you as the Prime Minister who asked them to learn to peel cassava and almost 

succeeded in selling Tobago before dessert at a private dinner. 

The people of Trinidad and Tobago will remember that they gave you a chance but you were never 

concerned enough to give them a fighting chance.  

They will remember that they gave you respect but that you and your Ministers only showed them 

contempt and arrogance and that you declared war on every one -- journalist, commentator, 

university lecturer, political adversary , independent citizens, unleashing venom and scorn on all 

who would not agree that the bull full when the government pronounced it to be so. 

Yours has been the worst, most consistently incompetent, callous and useless government in the 

entire history of our country. 

Election 

Today I place our party in election mode. We have completed LGE nomination process with over 

400 persons having filed nominations. We will begin screening in May. 

I want to give Rowley a warning that we know what is going on and what he and his party are 

planning for elections. 

And I want to give him the assurance that we have no intention of allowing him and his cronies to 

rig the election now and use the campaign period as a theatrical show and then relegate election 

day as a sham activity to legitimize electoral democracy in Trinidad and Tobago. 

We in the UNC are not making joke on this matter. 

We will not allow our electoral system to be subverted by political interference nor will we allow 

democracy in our beloved country Trinidad and Tobago to be hijacked by political pirates posing as 

an authoritarian government. 

UNC back to Court 

Our lawyers have returned to court on the 2015 election petitions to set aside the judgment of the 

Court of Appeal on the ground of bias and unfairness.  

The application urges the court to re-open proceedings as the final arbiter of the electoral 

petitions- which are of pivotal and political importance to determine a complaint of bias. 

Happy 30th Anniversary 



 

 

This is our time to lead by example and to honour our founding fathers and our first Leader, Basdeo 

Panday and all those who have laboured over the last 30 years on behalf of our party.  

We recommit to helping all our citizens realize their dreams of better more prosperous and happy 

lives.  

Together we must build a nation proud of its diversity, with respect and love for all. God bless our 

great party on our 30th anniversary and god bless Trinidad and Tobago. 

You have had other leaders before me and you will have other leaders after me; but you will never 

have another leader who loves you as much as I love you. 

Thank you, God bless you. 

Show me your voting finger. With this finger you can put a government in office and with this finger 

you can vote a government out of office. 

Show me your voting finger!! 
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